Consultative DXA reporting improves guideline-driven quality of care-implications for increasing DXA reimbursement.
Since 2001, Geisinger Health System densitometrists have interpreted dual-energy X-ray absorptiometries (DXAs) in a guideline-driven, consultative fashion. We believe that this approach results in more patients receiving appropriate treatment. Recently, one of our DXA centers chose to stop consultative reporting, providing us an opportunity to review the care rendered with 2 different styles of DXA reporting formats: Consultative vs Results Only. In this retrospective chart review, 100 consecutive DXAs with Consultative reporting and 100 consecutive DXAs with Results Only reporting were identified. The electronic health record was reviewed for a 3-mo interval after DXA result to identify whether a prescription medication was prescribed per system guidelines. Logistic regression compared the proportion of patients receiving a prescription treatment between the 2 groups. The Consultative report group received more prescription treatment compared with Results Only format (72% vs 50%) after controlling for patients' age and gender, odds ratio=2.64, 95% confidence interval=1.45-4.79 (p=0.0014). Our study demonstrates that Consultative DXA reporting results in better care. Importantly, Consultative reporting takes additional time; yet, reimbursement for these efforts and expertise has been dramatically reduced. To appropriately reward the value of DXA testing and interpretation, Consultative reporting should be reimbursed at the previous higher reimbursement rate.